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Abstract—The assessment of patient clinical outcome focuses on measuring various aspects of the patient’s health status after medical treatments and interventions. Patient clinical outcome assessment is a major concern in the clinical field as the current measures are not well developed and, as a result, they may be used without sufficient understanding of their characteristics. This issue retards the development in the clinical field. This paper proposes a general pure quantitative conceptual model for the assessment of patient clinical outcome. The proposed model contains five WHO’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) measurable components: body functions impairment, clinical elegance distortion, pain, death, and shortening of life expectancy. Total patient clinical outcome is measured by summing the five WHO components. Five validity types are used to validate the proposed model: content, construct, criterion, descriptive, and predictive validities.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The assessment of patient clinical outcome is an endpoint health care patient assessment. It is a measuring criteria that focuses on measuring various aspects of the patient’s health status after medical treatments and interventions. Outcome assessments monitor and evaluate the quality of patient care by recording clinical outcomes resultant from treatment programs and interventions to observe their effectiveness [1, 2].

Recently, the assessment of clinical outcome in health care has been emphasized, in which the effectiveness of care is used to be determined based on purely clinician-centered outcomes to be based on more patient-centered outcomes. Patient-centered outcomes assess the patient’s experiences and perceptions of his/her health status. Patient-oriented evidence may be obtained via patient self-report scales that collect a broad range of data that are significant to the patient to measure functional limitations and disability. The use of self-report scales facilitates the assessment of the net effects of both the health care services on the patient’s health-related quality of life (HRQOL) and the condition on the patient. According to the means in which the data are gathered, clinical outcomes measures are classified as patient-based outcomes or clinician-based outcomes [1, 3, 4].

Patient-based outcomes provided by the patient via self-report questionnaires or surveys to identify his/her perspective regarding impairments, function, health, and HRQOL. In general, patients have concerns about the effect on their lifestyle due to their condition, including the capability to accomplish common activities such as dressing, attending events, joining in social occasions, and playing sports. The assessment tools of patient self-report outcomes, that capture patient’s experiences and perceptions, are the best to evaluate variables such as disability, societal limitations, and quality of life. Patient self-report measures can be used during any point of the patient care to evaluate the status of a patient and to examine changes in the patient status which resulted from treatment of a medical condition. Patient-based outcomes cover a broad range of health status factors, including symptoms, global judgments of health, physical function, cognitive functioning, psychological, personal constructs, role activities, and sensitivity to care [1, 3, 5].

Clinician-based outcomes are measures that clinicians do, on the patient’s response to a treatment intervention, to stress the assessment of illness and impairment. Even though the clinician-based outcomes assessment is needed to assess the illness and the impairment, it can be misinterpreted and improperly used to deduce functional status. Some clinician-based measures assess functional limitations as patient goals should be directed toward enhancing function and disability rather than overcoming impairments. Such measures of functional limitations can then be used to direct treatment to improve activities that are difficult to be performed by the patient and are most important to the patient. Besides, third-party payers are acquiring an enhancement evidence of the patient’s functional outcomes after a treatment program. In addition, self-report outcome tools are the best method to find out the disease effect on the patient’s capability to carry out activities on a daily basis and to complete wanted or required roles and responsibilities [1, 3, 6].

The research of clinical outcomes is the basis for evidence-based practice, that has set the standard for modern health care practice, in which it provides the finest research evidence that facilitates clinical decisions. Particularly, the most significant measures in assessing outcome are the patient-based outcome measures due to the importance of the patient’s perception of health status and change in health status. High-quality evidence to verify the effectiveness of interventions can be derived from studies of clinical outcomes. Besides, patient-centered data can be obtained from studies of clinical outcomes that integrate patient-based outcomes. For example, there are two major reasons to justify the importance of clinical outcomes assessment and research studies of clinical outcomes within the athletic training profession. First, a clinical outcomes
assessment practice and research can present necessary knowledge to athletic trainers for providing best possible patient care. Second, the integration of clinical outcomes measures will allow the assessment of what is important to the patient and to provide patient-centered health care that concentrates on improving patients’ HRQOL. Thus, the clinical outcomes assessment tools can be used to help in enhancing patient care by offering patient-oriented evidence for clinicians concerning the effectiveness of their interventions [1].

A number of clinical outcome assessment methods in some clinical fields have been employed without sufficient understanding of their characteristics [7]. This deficient in understanding the characteristics of outcome assessment methods together with the lack of high-quality tools for outcome measurement of illness manifestations restrain the development of therapy. Novel and enhanced methods of assessing the patient clinical outcome can accelerate the process of therapy development [2]. Accordingly, this paper is proposing a quantitative conceptual model for the assessment of patient clinical outcome. The proposed model contains five WHO’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) components measurable components: body functions impairment, clinical elegance distortion, pain, death, and shortening of life expectancy. Total patient clinical outcome is measured by summing the five WHO components. Five validity types are used to validate the proposed model: content, construct, criterion, descriptive, and predictive validities. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the components of the proposed model. Section 3 discusses the validation of the proposed model. In Section 4, we conclude this work and outline potential research directions

II. EASE OF USE THE PROPOSED PATIENT CLINICAL OUTCOME ASSESSMENT MODEL

A. General Definitions of Terms in the Proposed Model

- Harm: it includes any damage in the body function or structure including disease, injury, suffering and death [8, 9].
- Tolerable risk: it is the accepted risk that can be managed. [8].
- Causality assessment: it is concerned with the probability of adverse effect arise from using medicine. [10].
- Patient characteristics: it the related attributes under focus [8].

B. The Mathematical Equations of Components of the Proposed Model

1) The Body Function Impairments Mathematical Equation

According to the WHO classification, there are eleven body functions that are used to calculate the multiple body function impairments score for (uncertain) diseases and adverse events [12]. The following formula us used to calculate the body impairments score:

$$BFI = \sum_{i=1}^{N} IMPR_{BF} \times D_{BF} \times IR_{BF} \times CR_{BF} \times SR_{BF}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where:

- $BFI$: (Uncertain) total body function impairments score.
- $IMPR_{BF}$: Severity ratio of body function impairment.
- $D_{BF}$: Duration of body function impairment.
- $IR_{BF}$: Intolerability ratio of body function impairment.
- $OP_{BF}$: Occurrence probability of body function impairment.
- $CR_{BF}$: Causality ratio of body function impairment.
- $SR_{BF}$: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of body function impairment.
- $BF$: Body function impairment.
- $N$: No. of body function impairment.

2) The Clinical Elegancy Distortions Mathematical Equation

Clinical elegance represents the elegant components of the human body, which could be affected by disease or adverse event, and handled in the clinical setting. Clinical elegance has mainly the following components: Physical appearance change, Undesired odor, Undesired taste, and Undesired audible. The following formula us used to calculate the multiple body size distortions score:

$$BSD = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \left( \frac{BSNS_{p} - BSDS_{p}}{|BSNS_{p} - BSDS_{p}|} \right) \times D_{BS} \times IR_{BS} \times OP_{BS} \times CR_{BS} \times SR_{BS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where:

- $BSD$: (Uncertain) total body size distortions score.
- $BSNS_{p}$: Body size at normal state for patient.
- $BSDS_{p}$: Body size at distorted state for patient.
- $BSNS_{p}$: Body size at normal state for the most severe clinical body size distortion case.
- $BSDS_{p}$: Body size at distorted state for the most severe clinical body size distortion case.
- $D_{BS}$: Duration of body size distortion.
- $IR_{BS}$: Intolerability ratio of body size distortion.
- $OP_{BS}$: Occurrence probability of body size distortion.
- $CR_{BS}$: Causality ratio of body size distortion.
- $SR_{BS}$: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of body size distortion.
- $BS$: Body size distortion.
- $M$: No. of body size distortions.

The following formula is used to calculate the multiple skin discolorations score:
The following formula is used to calculate the multiple undesired odor distortions score:

$$UOD_s = \sum_{UOS_s} \left( \frac{UOS_s}{US_s} \right) \times D_{uo} \times IR_{uo} \times OP_{uo} \times CR_{uo} \times SR_{uo}$$ (5)

Where:
- $UOD_s$: (Uncertain) total undesired odor distortions score.
- $UOS_s$: Severity of undesired odor for patient.
- $US_s$: Severity of undesired odor for most severe clinical undesired odor case.
- $D_{uo}$: Duration of undesired odor.
- $IR_{uo}$: Intolerability ratio of undesired odor.
- $OP_{uo}$: Occurrence probability of undesired odor.
- $CR_{uo}$: Causality ratio of undesired odor.
- $SR_{uo}$: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired odor.
- $UO$: Undesired odor distortion.
- $T$: No. of undesired odor distortions.

The following formula is used to calculate the multiple undesired taste distortions score:

$$UTD_s = \sum_{UTS_s} \left( \frac{UTS_p}{UT_s} \right) \times D_{ut} \times IR_{ut} \times OP_{ut} \times CR_{ut} \times SR_{ut}$$ (6)

Where:
- $UTD_s$: (Uncertain) total undesired taste distortions score.
- $UTS_s$: Severity of undesired taste for patient.
- $UTS_p$: Severity of undesired taste for most severe clinical undesired taste case.
- $D_{ut}$: Duration of undesired taste.
- $IR_{ut}$: Intolerability ratio of undesired taste.
- $OP_{ut}$: Occurrence probability of undesired taste.
- $CR_{ut}$: Causality ratio of undesired taste.
- $SR_{ut}$: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired taste.
- $UT$: Undesired taste distortion.
- $U$: No. of undesired taste distortions.

The following formula is used to calculate the multiple undesired audible distortions score:

$$UAD_s = \sum_{UAS_s} \left( \frac{UAS_p}{UAS_s} \right) \times D_{ua} \times IR_{ua} \times OP_{ua} \times CR_{ua} \times SR_{ua}$$ (7)

Where:
- $UAD_s$: (Uncertain) total undesired audible distortions score.
- $UAS_p$: Severity of undesired audible for patient.
- $UAS_s$: Severity of undesired audible for most severe clinical undesired audible case.
DUA: Duration of undesired audible.
IRUA: Intolerability ratio of undesired audible.
OPUA: Occurrence probability of undesired audible.
CRUA: Causality ratio of undesired audible.
SRUA: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of undesired audible.
UA: Undesired audible distortion.
V: No. of undesired audible distortions.

Finally, the following formula is used to calculate the Clinical elegancy distortions score:

\[ \text{CED}_s = \text{BSD}_s + \text{SDD}_s + \text{SHD}_s + \text{UOD}_s + \text{UTD}_s + \text{UAD}_s \] (8)

Where:
CEDs: (Uncertain) total clinical elegancy distortions score.
BSDs: (Uncertain) total body size distortions score.
SDDS: (Uncertain) total skin discoloration distortions score.
SHDS: (Uncertain) total skin hardness distortions score.
UODS: (Uncertain) total undesired odor distortions score.
UTDS: (Uncertain) total undesired taste distortions score.
UADS: (Uncertain) total undesired audible distortions score.

3) Physical and Non Physical Pains Mathematical Equation

Pain is defined as an extremely unlikable physical feeling due to illness or injury. Pain is associated by tissue damage and emotional experience. [13]. Depression, anger, frustration, fear, and anxiety feelings are examples of emotional pain [14]. The following formula is used to calculate the multiple pain types score:

\[ \text{PT}_r = \sum_{r=1}^{w} \left( \frac{\text{PTI}_r}{\text{PTI}_S} \right) \times D_{\text{PT}r} \times \text{IR}_{\text{PT}r} \times \text{OP}_{\text{PT}r} \times \text{CR}_{\text{PT}r} \times \text{SR}_{\text{PT}r} \] (9)

Where:
PTr: (Uncertain) total pain types score.
PTI: Pain type intensity or severity for patient.
PTIS: Pain type intensity or severity for the most severe clinical case of the same pain type.
DPT: Duration of pain type.
IRPT: Intolerability ratio of pain type.
OPPT: Occurrence probability of pain type.
CRPT: Causality ratio of pain type.
SRPT: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of pain type.
PT: Pain type.
W: No. of pain types.

Pain severity can be quantified and scale standardized to enable comparability between differnet cases [15].

4) Death Mathematical Equation

Death is a body functionalities and all clinical elegancy component distortion. Death is associated with the presence of all extreme pain types, therefore, the sum of the highest clinical values for body function impairments, clinical elegancy distortions, and different pain types is used to calculate the death clinical score. Constant value is added to the first three components model to differentiate severity of different clinical death cases. The following formula is used to calculate death clinical score:

\[ \text{DCS} = \left( \text{HBFI}_s + \text{HCED}_s + \text{HPT}_s + \text{MCV} \right) \times \text{OP}_D \times \text{CR}_D \times \text{SR}_D \] (10)

Where:
DCS: (Uncertain) death clinical score.
HBFI: Highest clinical value recorded for body function impairments.
HCEDS: Highest clinical value recorded for clinical elegancy distortions.
HPTS: Highest clinical value recorded for different pain types.
MCV: Smallest clinical value recorded for body function impairments, clinical elegancy distortions, or different pain types.
OPD: Occurrence probability of death.
CRD: Causality ratio of death.
SRD: Strength of clinical evidence ratio of death.

C. Total Value of Patient Clinical Outcome Mathematical Equation

By summing all model components, the following formula is used to calculate the patient clinical outcome:

\[ \text{PCO} = \text{BFI}_s + \text{CED}_s + \text{PT}_s + \text{DCS} \] (11)

Where:
PCO: Patient clinical outcome.
BFI: (Uncertain) total body function impairments score.
CEDS: (Uncertain) total clinical elegancy distortions score.
PTs: (Uncertain) total pain types score.
DCS: (Uncertain) death clinical score.

III. THE VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

Validity measures the reliability of the results obtained from experiment [16-18]. It also verifies the freedom of results from errors [19]. The proposed model is measured against three types of validity: content, construct, and predictive validities.

- Content validity: it concerns with experiment domain construction. It also signifies the domain clarity,
completeness and confirmation [17, 20-26]. In our model, the domain criteria that are included for validation are all ICF health items.

- Construct validity: it tests and assesses the logical relationships between related concepts [17, 20, 22]. In our proposed model, the logical relationships between all health dimensions are represented and precisely defined.

- Descriptive validity: it is the expression of proposed decisions in any situations [27]. In our proposed model, the output from the model is verified by explaining and describing the obtained decisions in any clinical environment.

To sum up, there is no standard validity test for the results. Using the described validity test described previously does not certain the obtained results [27-29]. Therefore, before validating the results, a threshold should be established.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a general pure quantitative conceptual model for the assessment of patient clinical outcome. The model contains five major measurable components which are mainly based on the WHO’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) components. Those components are body functions impairment, clinical elegance distortion, pain, death, and shortening of life expectancy. Patient clinical outcome is calculated as the summation of model component values for the patient with specific characteristics and status. The proposed model is verified against five types of validity checks: content, construct, criterion, descriptive, and predictive validities. Future study will focus on identifying facilitators and barriers to the successful implementation of the proposed model in clinical practice.
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